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Abstract 
We develop an approach to minimize total power in a 
dual-Vdd and dual-Vth design. The algorithm runs in two 
distinct phases. The first phase relies on upsizing to create 
slack and maximize low Vdd assignments in a backward 
topological manner. The second phase proceeds in a fonvard 
topological fashion and both sizes and re-assigns gates to high 
Vdd to enable significant static power savings through high 
Vth assignment. The proposed algorithm is implemented and 
tested on a set of combinational benchmark circuits. A 
comparison with traditional CVS and dual-Vthkizing 
algorithms demonstrate the advantage of the algorithm over a 
range of activity factors, including an average power 
reduction of 30% (50%) at high (nominal) primary input 
activities. 
Categories and Subject Descriptors: B.6.3 Design Aids 
General Terms: Algorithms, performance 
Keywords: Power dissipation, optimization, multiple voltages 

1. Introduction 
The well-known power management gap defined in the 
International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors states 
that an 800X reduction in standby mode power and a 20X 
reduction in dynamic power are required compared to 
continued extrapolation of recent power consumption trends 
[I]. The best known method to attack this gap is the use of 
multiple supply and threshold voltages on a chip. Previous 
works [2][3] have shown that using two supply and threshold 
voltages provides substantial improvement in power 
dissipation and the use of additional voltages results in small 
power improvements which is hard to justify the additional 
costs associated with multiple supply and threshold voltages. 
Dual-Vdd designs have shown significant improvements in 
power dissipation in the range of 40-50% [3,4], but these 
improvements have been expected to decrease with process 
scaling [SI. Reference [2] shows that an additional threshold 
voltage can be used to maintain the power reduction with 
scaling dimensions. 
Multiple Vdd designs impose the constraint that gates 
operating at a lower supply voltage cannot fan-out to gates 
operating at a higher supply voltage without level concerting 
the low Vdd signal to a high Vdd signal. Two approaches that 
obey this constraint have been proposed in the literature. 
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Clustered Voltage Scaling (CVS) [6] allows only one transition ffom 
high Vdd to low Vdd gates along a path, and level converts low Vdd 
signals to high Vdd at the flip-flops and does not require any stand 
alone level conversion circuit within the combinatorial network. 
Extended CVS allows for level conversion on paths in between 
flip-flops and thus can improve the achievable power reduction 
since the low Vdd assignment problem becomes less constrained. In 
[7] the authors address the problem of power optimization using 
simultaneous Vdd and Vth assignment. The approach for 
dynamic power dominated systems fails to consider that 
assigning a gate to high Vth negatively impacts the extent to which 
other gates in the circuit can be assigned to low Vdd and thus fails 
to consider the optimization of total power. The approach for 
leakage dominated systems assigns gates to high Vth in the order of 
their level ffom the outputs, this unnecessarily limits the achievable 
power savings. Reference [ X I  uses a Lagrangian multiplier based 
optimization followed by heuristic clustering for dual-Vdd and 
dual-Vth assignment. The approach is used to perform module level 
power optimization using path enumeration and it canoot be 
extended to perform gate level power optimization due to its 
computational complexity. Reference [9] proposed a new method 
for slack redistribution to solve the leakage, power optimization 
problem with dual-Vth and sizing by iteratively formulating and 
solving a linear program. However, the extension to dual-Vdd 
assignment is formulated as an integer linear program, which results 
in unreasonable runtimes. 
Thus we see that all previous approaches fail to solve the 
assignment problem of all the three design variables (drive strength, 
supply and threshold voltage) in a computationally efficient to 
manner to provide minimization of total power. In this work we 
describe an approach to simultaneously perform gate-level sizing, 
Vdd, and Vth assignment in a dual-VddNth environment to 
minimize total power consumption (defined as the sum of static and 
dynamic power). Since our algorithm enables simultaneous 
optimization of total power using Vdd and Vth allocation and sizing 
we refer to the complete algorithm as VVS. 

11. Algorithm Description 
We employ a two stage sensitivity based approach to minimize total 
power while assigning the drive strength and the supply and 
threshold voltage to each of the gates in the circuit. Throughout the 
flow of the W S  algorithm a front is maintained which is located at 
the interface between the low and high Vdd gates. Similar to CVS 
we do not allow level conversion within the logic itself and hence 
we must strictly observe the topological constraint imposed in 
dual-Vdd designs. 
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In the first stage of the W S  algorithm, called the backward 
pass, Vdd assignment and sizing are combined to minimize 
total power while we move the front from the primary outputs 
towards the primary inputs. The second stage, or the forward 
pass, uses the optimal location of the front found in the first 
stage as the starting point for the optimization and then relies 
on both Vdd and Vtb assignment along with sizing to further 
reduce total power while the front is moved hack towards the 
primary outputs. The timing constraints on the design remain 
fixed throughout the flow of the algorithm. 
i) BackwnrdPnss 
We define the bachard fmnt to consist of all gates operating 
at high Vdd that do not fanout to any gate operating at high 
Vdd. Thus, assigning any gate on the backward front to low 
Vdd will not violate the topological constraint in dual-Vdd 
designs. A simple CVS procedure is first used to assign gates 
on the front to low Vdd as long as the circuit meets timing. In 
the CVS procedure, an initialization procedure is used to 
create a list of primary outputs of the design that represents 
the backward front of the design. A predictive metric is then 
used to order gates in this list. This metric could be based on 
simple parameters such as the fanout capacitance or the slack 
of the gate for example. The gate with the maximum value for 
the predictive metric is selected as the candidate gate, which 
is then assigned to low Vdd if the timing constraints are not 
violated. Gates are identified that can be added to the 
backward kont as a result of the assignment and added to the 
backward front. 
At the end of CVS, none of the gates on the backward front 
can be assigned to low Vdd without violating the timing 
constraints. Figure 1 shows the scenario at this stage of the 
algorithm. Gates 1-3 have been set to low Vdd by CVS and 
gates 4, 5 ,  and 8 now form the backward front. Gate sizing is 
then employed to compensate for the delay increase arising 
from the assignment of a gate to low Vdd. Afler a candidate 
gate on the backward front is assigned to low Vdd, a 
sensitivity measure to upsiring for all of the gates in the 
circuit is calculated which is used to identify gates to be 
up-sized. Let AD represent the change in delay and AP the 
change in power dissipation due to upsizing. The sensitivity of 
each gate in the circuit to up-sizing is computed as 

1 AD 
Sensitivity = - 

AP "_ Slack._ - S-:" + K ". . ...... ~ ~~ 

where Smin is the worst slack seen in the circuit and K is a 
small positive quantity for numerical stability purposes. The 
form of the sensitivity measure gives a higher value to gates 
lying on the critical paths of the circuit. The arcs represent the 
falling and rising arcs associated with each of the inputs of the 
gate. The gate with the maximum sensitivity is then selected 
and sized up. This process. is repeated until all slacks in the 
circuit become positive. It is important to note that the 
sensitivity calculation does not. require a full circuit timing 
analysis, which would otherwise make the runtime 
prohibitively large. The sensitivity measure is similar to that 
employed in [IO] to perform sizing in dynamic circuits. 
The number of up-sizing moves allowed to meet timing is 
fixed to a constant large number to avoid pursuing had 
solutions that could also possibly result in overly large area 
increases. However, we do allow moves that result in a net 
increase of total power in an attempt to allow the flow of the 
algorithm to escape local minima. Due to the topological 

constraints imposed on low Vdd assignment, if a gat,: is not 
assigned to low Vdd none of the gates in its input cone can be 
assigned to low Vdd. Hence a steepest decent approach with no 
means to get out local minima will likely become stuck in a local 
minima that is far from the global minimum. The ordering of the 
gates on the backward front using the predictive metric a:isociated 
with each gate is heuristic and is used to steer the flow of the 
algorithm in the right direction. At all points during the first stage 
the best-seen solution is saved and this solution is restored at the 
end of the first stage. The end of the first stage is signaled when the 
list containing the gates on the backward front becomes empty or 
else none of the gates in the list can be assigned to low Vdd without 
violating timing (even with the maximum allowed amount of 
upsizing). 
ii) Forward Pass 
At the end of the first stage the front between high and low Vdd 
gates is in the best position in terms of the total power dissipation 
for a dual Vdd, single Vth environment. The second stage, or 
forward pass, is then used to move the front forward towards the 
primary outputs in conjunction with high Vth allocation and 
possible gate upsizing to minimize the total power in a dual-Vth 
scenario. 
We now define the forward fmnt, which consists of all gates that are 
operating at low Vdd and have all of their fanins operating at high 
Vdd. In Figure I ,  assuming that upsizing in the backward pass 
allows us to further assign gates 4, 5 and 8 to low Vdd, these same 
three gates would now form the forward front. 
Importantly, assigning a gate on the forward front to operate at high 
Vdd will not lead to a violation of the topological constraint. We 
now calculate I )  a sensitivity measure for gates on the forward front 
with respect to high Vdd operation, and 2) a sensitivity measure for 
all gates in the circuit with respect to upsizing. Both these 
sensitivities are calculated as the ratio of the change in delay to the 
change in power dissipation as a result of the corresponding 
operation. The gate with the maximum sensitivity is then either 
assigned to high Vdd or up-sized based on the operation to which 
the maximum 

? 
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Figure 1 Backward front for an example circuit at the end of CVS. 

sensitivity corresponds. Once a gate is up-sized or reset to high Vdd 
operation, timing slack has been created in the circuit. To exploit 
this slack and reduce total power, the next step begins by computing 
the sensitivity of all gates in the circuit with respect to operation at 
hiah Vth. This sensitivihi is calculated as 
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Based on this sensitivity measure gates are assigned to high 
Vth as long as the timing constraints of the design are met. 
This set of moves (assignment to high Vdd or upsizing a gate 
followed by the associated high Vth assignments) is then 
accepted if the total power is found to decrease, otherwise the 
moves are reversed. The hest-seen solution is always 
maintained and restored at the end of the forward pass. The 
pseudo-code for this stage of the algorithm is shown below: 

C,, = 5 * (1 + 0.4 * ($U,OUC&,~~~ - 1))jF (3) 
where fonouis,, is the number of gates to which the wire connects. 
Equation 3 is based on the model used in [I31 and provides a wire 
capacitance of 51F for a gate with one fanout, corresponding to a 
wire length of approximately 2 5 p  in our technology. 
The synthesized design is first sized using a TILOS-like [14] 
sensitivity-based sizing algorithm to obtain the power-delay curve 
for the desim. The desien is then resized from the initial 

Forward Pass 

Calculate sensitivity of gates on forward front to high Vdd 

Calculate sensitivity for all gates to up-sizing 
Set gate to high Vdd or upsize based on maximum sensitivity 
Calculate sensitivity of gates to high Vth operation 
Set gates to high Vth while timing is not violated 
If total power increase 

1 

{ 

operation 

reverse moves 

~ ~ ~~ ~~~~ -~~ ~~ ~~ 

~~ - -~  ~ ~~~ 

synthesized point to a delay point that is backed off from the 
minimum achievable delay by a fixed percentage. This is done since 
the power-delay curve is very steep at the minimum achievable 
delay and operating at that point is sub-optimal from a poweridelay 
tradeoff perspective. We emphasize that the initial design is 
operating at the fastest possible combination of Vdd and Vth (high 
Vdd and low Vth) meaning that the circuit speed at which we 
perform our optimizations is quite aggressive even at backoff points 
in the 20% range.’ Subsequent phases of the algorithm maintain 
this timing and no further relaxation in timing is used to obtain 
power improvement. 

This two-stage W S  algorithm allows us to make intelligent 
choices to tade-off dynamic power for leakage power in order to 
obtain a reduhon in the total power dissipation. The algorithm is 
effectively directed to automatically provide either more leakage 
or dynamic power reduction based on the initial design point. The 
hvo-stage algorithm can easily quantify the impact of s e thg  a 
gate to high Vth on the extent to which other gates in the circuit 
can be assigned to low Vdd. In other words, we can 
independently judge the impact of Vth and Vdd assigment on 
total power, something that is difficult to achieve in a flow that 
simultaneously assigns low Vdd and high Vth as in [7]. 

111. Implementation and Circuit Issues 
The algorithm described in Section II was implemented in C 
and tested on ISCASS5 benchmark circuits that vary in size 
from 169 to 2500 gates [ l l ] .  The circuits were synthesized 
using an industrial 0.13pm library with a nominal Vdd of 
1.2V and a nominal Vth of *0.23V (these are fixed 
throughout) that represent the high Vdd and high Vth 
respectively. The libraries consist of inverters with twelve 
different drive strengths and two and three input NAND and 
NOR gates with seven different drive strengths. We also 
created duplicate low Vdd libraries in which gate delays are 
computed with inputs switching at high Vdd rather than low 
Vdd. This is called the overdrive library since the cells in this 
library are being overdriven at their inputs (as is the case at 
the boundary of high and low Vdd cells) and hence are faster 
in one transition direction and slower in the other. This 
phenomenon can be used to advantage by employing gate 
libraries with skewed drive strength, although we did not 
explore such an optimization in this work. All energies (static, 

A .  Level Conversion 
Since we are employing a CVS-based approach in this work, level 
conversion is only required at sequential elements. We incorporate 
the level converter delay penalties by considering that they result in 
a fixed delay overhead for the circuit. The results in the work are 
presented using a level conversion penalty of 80ps for a low Vdd of 
0.6V. This delay value is chosen based on [15,16], where the authors 
show that the D-Q delay overhead for a level converting flip-flop 
can be under two fanout-of-four (F04) inverter delays for the target 
technology, In our target technology at nominal high Vdd and high 
Vth, the F04 delay is 40ps. The energy penalties of the level 
converting flip-flops are not considered in our results. When 
replacing a flip-flop operating at high Vdd with a level converting 
flip-flop, the energy is reduced since much of the flip-flop’s internal 
capacitance is now toggling at a lower Vdd. While the energy 
reduction is not quite quadratic with the ratio of (Vdd high/Vdd 
low), [15] shows that the traditional master-slave level converting 
FF from [4] demonstrates 40% lower energy than a comparable 
all-high Vdd master-slave FF when (Vdd highiVdd low)2 is 0.5. 
Therefore, most of the energy savings are preserved and we can 
consider level conversion energy penalties to be negligible. 

B. Switching AciiviQ 
The switching activity at each of the circuit primary inputs can be 
adjusted to obtain a desired initial static vs. dynamic power ratio. 
We apply a switching activity and state probability at each input 
which are then propagated through the entire circuit using the 
approach outlined in [17]. Later we provide results for different 
circuit activities to demonstrate the efficacy of Vdd and Vth 
assignment in varying application spaces and how the W S  
algorithm efficiently trades off between static and dynamic power. 

- .  . 
short-circuit, and dynamic) and capacitance variations due to 
varying thresholds [ 101 are inherently considered using these 
SPICE-derived library files. It is interesting to note that gates 
operating at high Vth not only have a smaller input 
capacitance as compared to low Vth gates but also have a 
much smaller “internal” power. Internal power accounts for 
the power dissipation other than those accounted by leakage 
and the switching the 
effect of wire capacitance we approximated this capacitance 
as 

load capacitance [12], T~ Indeed, with typical speed differences of 15% between high and low 
Vth devices, a 20% backoff in our notation would correspond to nearly 
the fastest possible implementation of the circuit at the high Vdd, high 
Vth design point. 
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IV. Results 
All results shown in this section are for a low Vdd and low 
Vth of 0.6V and 0.12V respectively unless otherwise stated. 
The high Vdd and Vth are fixed at 1.2V and 0.23V 
respectively. The circuit delay used to set the timing constraint 
is set to 20% slower than the fastest possible delay of the 
circuit (i.e., 20% backoff point). The nominal input activity is 
adjusted such that leakage power constitutes approximately 
8% of the total power dissipation, when the design is 
synthesized using high threshold voltage gates [I8l2. A 3X 
higher and 3X lower activity factors are referred to as high 
and low input activities respectively. 
Table 1 shows the results obtained for the ISCAS’85 
benchmark circuits for the case of high switching activity and 
similar results are generated for nominal switching activity. 
The columns corresponding to the initial power list the actual 
power numbers. The remaining columns show the percentage 
reduction in leakage, switching and total power at the end of 
three distinct phases of the algorithm; 1) CVS only, 2) end of 
backward pass, and 3) W S .  The results clearly show the 
advantage offered by each step of the algorithm. At the end of 
the backward pass CVS coupled with sizing increases the 
average savings in switching power by approximately 10% 
from 16.1% to 26.1% for high activities as compared to CVS 
alone. The leakage power also shows a significant reduction 
of -13% for both activity values, which can be attributed to 
the roughly cubic dependence of leakage power on Vdd [ 191. 
The last phase for the high activity case shows that a small 
amount of switching power can he traded off to obtain 
substantial savings in leakage power due to the exponential 
dependence of leakage c u m t  on Vth. If the “intemal” power 
and the change in gate capacitance are neglected a small 
amount of switching power (-4% on average) is traded-off to 
obtain the large reduction in leakage power. Interestingly, in 
reality we find an additional reduction in switching power 
which can be attributed to the large reduction in “internal” 
power and gate capacitance due to the assignment of a 
significant fraction of the gates to high Vth. For the case of 
nominal activitiy the second pass significantly alters the 
position of the front of high and low Vdd gates to trade-off 
dynamic power for leakage power, since larger savings in 
leakage power for these cases results in a much lower total 
power dissipation. This important capability leads to a 
reduction in the total power dissipation of the design and 
shows that the algorithm is correctly steering towards a proper 
low-power solution. For the nominal activity case on the 
average, all of the reduction in switching power is given hack 
to obtain additional 52% savings in leakage power which 
dominates the total power at such activity levels. The 
comparison of the two activity cases also shows that a leakage 
power dominated design shows a much higher reduction in 
total power. This is expected due to the exponential 
dependence of leakage current on threshold voltage as 
compared to a quadratic dependence of switching power on 
Vdd. The optimization results in an area increase of 14% and 
10% for high and nominal activities respectively. 

To compare the power reduction achieved using the VVS algorithm 
and that achieved using a dual-Vth and sizing we implement 
dual-Vth assignment as a sensitivity-based algorithm similar to the 
second phase of VVS (Section 11) without the availability (of a 2“ 
Vdd. The power reduction using all three design variables 
simultaneously provides large benefits as compared to a dual Vth 
and sizing approach for most of the benchmark circuits. On an 
average the reduction in total power for the proposed approach is 
nearly double that achieved using a conventional dual Vth and 
sizing algorithm. For the low activity case, where the leakage power 
contributes more than 70% of the total power dissipation, most of 
the gains can be expected from high Vth insertion, and thus we 
expect both the approaches to perform very similarly. Results 
obtained using the low activity value show an average difference of 
4% demonstrating the fact that the proposed approach efliciently 
trades-off switching and dynamic power to achieve reduction in the 
total power dissipation. These results demonstrate that the new 
single cohesive algorithm effectively seeks out the best power 
reduction over a range of switching activities and initial 
switchinglleakage power breakdowns as might be found from one 
functional unit to another in a given design. 
Figure 2 shows the impact of level conversion on the achievable 
power reduction for the different cases of input activities studied. 
The level conversion penalty is assumed to be a fixed delay 
overhead. Though power reduction is smaller for increasing level 
conversion penalty all cases show smaller sensitivity lo level 
conversion penalty as it becomes a larger kaction of the circuit 
delay (i.e., clock cycle). Also the impact on the low activity circuits 
is significantly smaller as compared to the high activity circuits. 
This is due to the fact that most of the power reduction in low 
activity is due to high Vth assignment which is not affected by level 
conversion penalties. Figure 3 shows the change in power savings as 
we vary the extent of the backoff from the best delay point on the 
power-delay c w e .  The backoff is expressed as  a percentage of the 
value of the minimum achievable delay. The figure clearly shows a 
marked fall in power reduction for very small backoff values since 
we move to the steeper region of the energy-delay curve and a large 
amount of upsizing must be initially performed to meet the delay 
target. This reduces the available upsizing moves in the circuit and 
hinders the assignment of gates to low Vdd or high Vth. 

V. Conclusions 
We have presented the VVS algorithm that combines gate sizing 
with Vdd and Vth assignment to minimize the total power 
dissipation and provides the designer with a single approach to 
minimize total power across a range of circuit parameters. The 
efficacy of the proposed algorithm was demonstrated on a set of 
ISCAS benchmark circuits. The new algorithm is compared with 
traditional CVS and dual-Vth with sizing algorithm to show the 
advantage of a single complete optimization approach. The impact 
of level conversion penalties and different timing constraints has 
also been quantified. 
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Figure 2: Impact of level conversion on power reduction 
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